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PROGRESSIVE TENDENCIES IN EUROPEAN
EDUCATION.

4;1,4

INTRODUCTION.

I spent November and December, 1922,4ando January, 1923, in a
tour of European experimental schools. I was accompanied and
assisted by my wife and two ,experienced and well-trained teachers
from my own schools.

, Our genèral method was .as follows:
Before leaving America we got as much information as possible

as to European experiments. I procured Ferrière's new book,
" L'École Active," in which he discusses in detail a number of ex-
perimental schools. We obtained the addresses of several leading
European educators.

On entering a country we interviewed sortie educators and found
out from them the schools which they considered the best expressions
of progressive educational thinking. , Each *hods we visited, each
man we interviéwed, suggested 'other schools and other men. We;

went to every country that gave promise of yielding examples of
experimental schools." We did not attempt to visit every experi-
mental school, but to visit every type in each aiuntry. In Germany,
because of the' Christmas Ivalidays, Ave failed to visit two types which

. were probably valuable different from those of other countries
the Versuchschule and the Begabte Schule. The former is a school
set aside by a city (such as Dresden) for trying out new ideas for
the benefit of pther schools. The latter is simply a' secondary school
for unusually. gifted childrin, differing from others in that. adrriis-
sion is by coinpetitive intelligence test, but probably not

1
very :cliffèr-:

. I

ent in methods or administration.
We were uinible to get passport visés into Russia, in spite a everr

effort. Otherwise we did not consciously miss .auy
portant, experiments.

We visited five experimental ichpols in England, four in Belgium,
three in Ishilland, two in France, three in Switzerland, one in Atis
tria, two in Czechoslovakia, and one in Germ-any. *We talked witfi
teachers, principals, school,. inspectors, superintendents, n'ormal.
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PROGRESSIVE TENDENCIES

school instructors, membérs af university faculties, editors of school
journals, and parents.

In visiting a school we usually separated, the four of us goingyinto
four different rooms. We watched classes, talked to the children
and- teacheis, and had long interviews with the person responsible
lor the experiment.

We did not attempt any statistical study or surveys of any of the\ schools. Our purpose wits le ply to find out what educational ideas
were back of the experimen , how; in general, these ideas were being
carried out; and what was the perponal opinion of the people most
closely concerned as to the results 6f the _experiment. Not one ix
perimental school in all Europe was experimental in the strictly
scientific sense of the word. Miss Mackinder's, in London, was the
only one that tried to nieasure its results objectively.' Nevertheless,
the ideas back of the schools were frequently based on careful psy-
chological study, and the qualitative results Were often obviously
good.

We were not attempting a thorough and scholarly study gf any in-
dividual school. Our whole effort was to discover the progressive
educational tendencies in Europe and to find typical examples of
these tendencies.

The following is a report of what we found:

PROGRESSIVE EDUCATIONAL TXNDENCIO IN - EUROPE.
4

Europe is educationally alive; It 'is true that in the countries
where there is high centralization of control the npn,ber of educa-
tional

.

experiments is limited; it is true that 'the rank and file of
teachers, while better trained than the majority kqf Americitn teach-
ers, are much less cognizant of the existence Por deOrability of intelli-
gence or achievement tests; it is true that few universities in Europe
have anything corresponding to our departments, of education it is
true that with one or two exceptions in England c;he*Ands no bureaus
of educational research in the cities pf Europe. Yet; in spite of these
lacks, there are a number of lines of eduçational endeavor 'of impor-
tance and interest to any serious student of eduCation We in Amer-
ica know fait too little of what' our colleagues in Eurswe are doing.
They profit by some . of our experieAce, and we could prod richly
by theirs.

It ia,,possible to group the progressive tendencies
1

of European
education under seven heads, as follows, each of which will IA dis-
eimsed seParately : 1, Landerziehungsheime, or ".new schools "; 2,
Handwork ; 8, Self-gòvernment; 4, :Individual instrúction ; 5, Grotip
instruction.; 6, Freedom; 7) Research sollools and Classes.
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IN EUROPEAN EDUCATION.

1. LANDERZIEHUNGSIMME, OR "NEW SCHOOLS." .

These country boarding schools, scattered through England,
France, Switzerland, and Germany, have perhaps less to give: Amer-
ica than any of the other European educational experiments. We
are so- completely dedicated to the free day school that there is no
likelihood of an extensive deyelopment of the Landerziehungsheime
idea. Edward Rumely, some years ago, inspired by Cecil Reddie's
"Abbotsholm " and the schQol at Glarisegg, Switzerland, founded
Interlaken at La Porte, Ind., in an effort to carry out the same ideal,
but-the idea has not spread.

Yet in our tendency to increase, the length of the school day, to
include shopwork, gardening, and Way aetivities in our public
schools in America,we are giving expression to the same desire as
that which actuated Reddie and Badley. and Lietz in their pioneering
efforts .orne 30 Years ago.
::These " new..:schools." strive to bHng ábout the complete develop-.

ment of the individual. They are not piimarily concerned with
, scholarship ; they are interested in sports fár more than most on-

tinenial Eurdpeari'schools, but less than the English " public schools."
They invariably include manual activities.

The school at Glarisegg, Switzerland, is typical. It is the ¡Erect
result of the influençe of Cecil Reddie in England and Lietz in
'Germany. It has long been established. It is small enough to be
under the direct supervision of its director.

The boys live in small roomsthe older qnes two in a room, the
younger ones four. They decorate the rooms to suit diemselves and
make them homelikenothing of the bare dormitories here. They
start eaoh morning with a cold shower and some yigorous exercise,
then after breakfast have regultir lessons.

After lundfieon the bo7s have shopwork and gardening and ganies.
A wide variety of.actiyities is open to ther4some 15 or 20 kinds of
4inanual activity. There are reasonably well-equipped shops, fois the
work, not with expensive equipment, but providing the essential
tools and places to work. The purpose is not prevocational training,
1;ut self-exprission. The shops are an outlet for the energy and
activity of the boys, an opportunity to use their creative powers.
The boys make things for themselves, for their rooms, toi their
_parefits, with coinplete freedom. They also make moit of their
scientific apparatus.. Thei6 -is *no set course of handwork, no rev
quired sequencia of activities.

.

The .aituation of elavisegg fosterg outiloor sports. Every now
and then the 'program of the school is 8/Impended and all go out for
winter sports or for an excursion:
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as - PROMIESSIVE TENDENCIES

Theaeactemic work is mot unustial, it being in other activities that
the new schools show educational progtesa.

The' internal organization of Glarisegg consists of a number of
unèraded grouiA oj boys unclog the direction of different faculty
members. :The academic wgrk, however, is graded and depart-
montalized quite' independently of these. " family groups." Each
boy chooses for fiiniself into whic*group 116 shall go. The faculty
member wl4im he selects becomes Iis guide and adviser; the other
memkeri'of his group become his special companions. The groups
vary in size itccording to the popularity of the faculty members,
usually ranging between 8 ilfd. 20 beis to a group.

Ghirisegg, like the other. me* schools," is trying to ichieve com-
pletely rounded developmen of the indivtdual. Its acaamic work
is as well done, as that. of ()Hillary schools, and in addition this
sdiool tries to develop the body and.character and personality of the
bOys td the &most.

The -influence of the faculty Member iii charge of each grouP is
one -of the most important factors in character development. The
preyailing tone .and atmosphere of tbe school is equally important.
The wide choice of activities helps to bring out special natives abili-
ties and interests.

The healthy outdoor life, the /regularity of 9.11 the *balanced
day, with mental work, physical work, and play,- all te hto 'take
the boys healthy and strong. One can not fail to be impressed by the
sturdiness, courtes3q*and general alleround development of the boys
in this school.

And Ole other Landerziehungsheinie are of the same sort. We
made no effort to visit all of them. In Germany there are three
founded by.Lietz and theré 'are Odenwald, Wickersdorf, and others;
in Switzerland, besides Glarisegg; there is Hof-Ob;rkirch. Jn
France th"e best' kno-wn and oldest is l'École des Roches, and there
are half a dozen others. In England Abbotsholme is still in active
existence, 'and Bedales and the theosophicil " new school " at Letch-
worth and several others. All differ in details but are at the bottom
similar.

12.1cole des Roches, for example, is much larger. than Glarisegg.
It has less hominess and freedom; the boys can not choose their
groups, and they sleep in dormitories. But Mere is active boy-scout
work, and there is more opportunity for athletic games, 'owing to
the 'larger enrollment. :

: Breitensee, in Vienna, varies from the typical Litnderziehung
xsheime in three important. respects: It is ill the city- instead of in

, the country; it is Stitte-siipported; admissioi; is by competitive et-
amination%. Is a State-stipported boarding .ichool for gifted &if-
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5

dren it is unusual- and well in- advance of the typical Austria/If
schools.

Bedales,-although one of the pioneers, differsin some ways most
widely from thi typical " new school." It has developed new meth-
ods of instruction and is coeducational. This latter is unusual in a
boarding school, even in America. It works out admirn14. One
çoulA not ask a finer, more wholesome attitude between. boys and
girls than one finds at Bedales. It is or)e of the oldest and perhaps
the most progressive and alive of all of the " new schools."' Indeed,
except tor an orphanage ih Czechoslovakia, Bedales was the finest
school we- found in all Europe.

There is in Geneva an International Inititute of New Schools,
headed by Dr. Adolph Ferrière. This organization keeps itself in-
forme4 as to all Landerziehungsheime, and furnigns information
concerning them to anyone applyitig. Ferrière is also editor of

, "L'Ere Nouvelle," an international educational journal, and con-
tributes items concerning the " new schools " of ,Europe to this
periodical.

The Landerziehungsheime are a pioneer movement toward pro-
gressive, 'active education in Eurcipe. They exert a stimulating in-
fluence which turns schools away from too much_emphasis on the
academic work and toward a greater emphasis on the character and
body building functions of education.- While we in Anierica -are
putting shópwork and supeivised play into, our schools, we still
overerhphasize the academic work. The " new sclutols " of Eurbpe
have °achieved a better balince.

2. HANDWORK.

The " new schools," the sloyd moiement in Sweden, and the
Montessori method have all played their parts in the extensive de-
veloprnent of handwoik in the experimental schools of Europe. -As
a matter of fact handwork is often the only claim to originality *data
many experimental schools poss*ess. When ail outsider visits schools
said to be experimental and says he wishes to see the new things
they are doing, be is immediately shown quantities of handwork
made by the childian----raffia, paper cutting, dravring, light wood-
*irk, sewing, and sloyd. Ins many cases, this handwórk is only a
side

ally

issue, a concession, while the directors really consider formal
discipline and .the 'classic8. as the basis4of all true.education:: Virtu*

every. trogressive school we 'visited, wept those in Hamburg,
included handwork in its course. in some of these gchools :the
manual activitiei of the children. gay a real part in their ethicaw

irt
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o PROGRESSIVE TENDENCIES

The reasons for handwork in the schools an as various as they
are yap*. One can untangle half a dozen/somewhat confused and
overlapping functions of imanual activitiia in the various schools,
and can select example of schools in vits:hicA1 one or another function
is prominent. These functions or purposes of handwork may be
sumnied up mighty as follows:

1. As adjunct to the r9gular school worka sort of busy work for
. the children and proof of progressiveness for the schooL

As manual trainingan effort tb develbp sensory-motor reac-
tions on a supposedly psychological bAsis.

3. As a help toward making academic instrUction concrete, and as
an aid to memory.-

4. As a means for vocational guidance.
5. As an outlet for children's creative energy, a means of self-ex-

presion, and a11-round development.
a

6. As a basis of all educgt.iim.
The first -purposethat, of prosy' busy Ni.ork for the children

and of attempting to balance a pound of brain ivork with an ounce of
handworkis as common in Europe as it is in America. It.`mani-
fests itself as a half hour a week- of systematic instruction in some
kind-of handwork, much like the drawing iessons in man); American
schools, but dealin4g 'with raffia, or clay, or lightwood, or some other
not too difficult medium. In Holland, for example, one finds the
'children follolving a manual that shows just whit length to cut little
stklis and just !low to put them together to make a toy windmill.

Higher in the grades .this same tendency manifests itself in .sloyd
or formal manual traiping. This cóurse is fixed. E.ach child 'must
go through a ceitAin series of exercise, must make a. siriiple joint,
then a more difficult one,. and later a hat-tree or shoe cox just like
thole made by every boy before him. This type of marival training
is supposed to háve a soinewhat practical purpose, but seerris to
assume that most boys , become cabinetmakers or that cabinet-

,... mäking is the open sesame of general handicraft.
Yet to .give the impression that hindworkiri such schools as thé

Schoolvereeniging in Amsterdam or in Laren, Holland, is merely :
.an adjunct to academic work is not quite fair. Handwork here
oCcupies a rather large place in' the programvof these schools and
after:its fotrnal beginningsbecomes fairly feee. It approaches, iii
some of .its later stages,

. _

hind fl:irJrk its self-expressiop. This is even
mbre true in' tiu;Hutitahitarian School at Lareh:- ,

The second common purpose of hand*ork is iktsorysynotor trains
in¡. Montessori is the chief exponent of this function in modern
expeiiinental schools, ind her influence ,widespread. In England
particularly her work is well known,- and in France añ American
woman May .Cromweli,.has donate. _ material to lumilodif
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IN EUROPEAN EDUCATION.

of schools in the devastated regions and has woriciA hard to spread
Montessori's ideas throughout the country. In Switzerland, tbo,
Montessori's influence is felt.

A similar influence is that of Decienly, of Brussels. In his school
for subnormal children we found a wealth of intetresting devices
for stimulating children to handle objects, to note their size and
shape and.color. Decroly's work is not confinod to subnormal ehil-
dren nor to sensory:motor training any more than is (hat o-f Mon-
tessori. He has- worked out a fairly complete method of klucation
for normal children, and all through it thi3 handwork plays an
important part.

This leads o the third purpose of handworkthat of assisting
-academic instruction. In this field, as in that of sensory-niotor
training, Montessori and 'Decroly parallel eadi other. There is a
wide difference bitween the two, but Cheré are also points of bar-

Decroly, tike, Montessori, teáches arithmetic through objects: But
all through his training he strives to stimulate the children's imagi-
nation. Where Montessori uses a geometric inset, Decroly uses a
cow or a piece of fruit. Where Montessori uses a seilies of grad-.
uated cylinders for teaChing relative sizes, Decroly uses such things
as trees cut out of paper or something else close te the child's life.
And then there are many differences in metluA .as the. work .ad-
vancesditferences, haiever, that have nothing to do with hanl-
work. Both Decroly andMontessori hive influenced,

,
among others,

the gook des Petits and Ferrière's School, in Geneya.
i. An excellent example of the use of handwork to further aca-

demic instruction was found in a girl's secondary school in London
the first English school in' w:hich thé, Dalton plan was inaugurated.
There a teachel of the chiIcirenabf 10 and 11 years made their his-
tory and geography- live for them through handwork. She has a
whole book of things children can make to illustrate their work in
these subjeets7,things like viking boats and mediteval castles.

With older childrek one finds manual work .used for vocational
4uidancA. We found, for nistance, Brussels, a sghooj for boys

from 12 to 14-0schoo1 that we should pitobably cali a technical
junior high school. We were led freLm room to room to see what the
boys were. doing. 'Immediately Z)n entering a robin the princii3a1
would blow a little *Mali. Every boy dropped his work mid stpod
at attention. The principal then eiplain'ed at leisurb what:they were
working on, the boys standing like statues the whille. Then he aiain.

ould blow the whistle and every boy would go back to work.- This
school, formal and rigfcl,,had a remarkably complete poursein handiA
crafts. d.t.'eivy boy igatned to make designs and %to mo,del them in
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PROGRESSIVE TENDENCIES t

clay,,to "draft patterns and to ex,ecute them in wood; to make cut-
ings and to work the iron. in the machine shoe.

The school was well 'equipped with ornamental ironwork made by
the boys. They were given a course in t9ols, wherein they learned
something about the use of every type of tool used by any trade, and
through this they got a glimpse of various trades to help them in a

later choice, ,4

A better school, but one in 'whin.' the handwork does not play quite
:soilirge. a part, is Oundle, hear Northampton, England. Here we

find remarkably fine shops, with the most up-to-date equipment
Every boy, even though 'he is- specializing in the classical courses of
'Latin- and Greek, must spend 1 week in 10 in these shops. The
shops do all the repair work for the school and make all the appa-
ratus.needed by the laboratories and by the shops themselves. The
school has even taken over the village smithy and shoes all the heirses.
Yet Oundle, while giving an excellent view of many trades, is for
boye of the *wealthier class, and prepares their' rather for later work
in engineerifigr chen4istry,. or metallumr. In those fields, too, it
uses the practical work . of the boys as a means of vocational
guidance.

,

Handwork is nearly always considered partly as a- means of self-
qpreision. But where it is fonnaW, or'where it is primarily a

kind bf training, or where it is subordinated to the teaching of-other
subjects, its self-expressive function is secondary or nil.

There are schools, however, where handwork is almost exclusively
an outlet for creative energy. This is often 'true .in the Lander-.

ziehungsheime, as I have already suggested. In Bedales it is true-to
an unusual extent. There the 11 and 12 year old children do

,
marital

work in the morning and .study in the evening. " Their creative'
powers are at their best in the inorning," the director Cf 'the lower
school of Bidalgs explained to us. v" Therefore, we want to leave
them free at 'this time of the day to make things. They can go to
any shdproom they ;like and make anything they like. It is their
right to exPress themselves and create things freely. In the evening,
when they are physically tired, but when, their brains are still fresh.

. they are content to sit quietly and study."
got schools, ho,wevdr, reverse thd'order, O'Neill, for instance, in

hikexperiment ?at Ketrsly, Lancashire, has handwork in the eveking.
k

° This ichool is programless,*however, .anee.the children inay be foupd
in the shop or dolhestic-iscience room atsemose any time of the day.
As at Bedales, the children use the shopsvhen and how they will.
They are strictly places for the children to express theii own ideas, tv
make things they theviselves .want to make.

e time is truegiiin the schoi4 for orphans at Stranov-Krnsko, in

zeòh thin the. "insfruior will nát, even criticize dui
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BUROPRAN EDUCATION. -

children's work or suggest the best technique. His children 'do the
best art ivork I have-ever seen clout by an unseleeted group of cl.til-
dren in Europe or America. His method consisla of surrounding
the Children with beatitifgl things, givirig them pencils, crayon?),
paints, and paper, ana letting them try to nittke pater beautiful
things for themselve& '?" They heve.r copy," he told u7s,:"zither the
picturds or objecti about them or each other'i work."

" But how de tbey learn the color harmony, t116 artistic spwing,
the perspective, thee symmetry, that so many of their drawings
shovel " we asked.

" By their inhevent sense Of beauty," he replied. .." When the chit-
dren *have all drawn pictures iepresenting a story, or an *original
design for a scarf, ór whatever it may be, they put the pictures up on
the wall and discuss their relative merits. jhex seleCt the one or two
they like best, and argue about why they are'best. Then fhey all try
againnever copying, but applying their own criticism to the new
effort." .

" Is th'eir judgment always right as to the- best pictures? " we
inquired.

"-You. mean, does it agree with my jwigment I Usually.* Bit
when it doesn't the children's judiment stands. I am not trying to
make artistf of them. r want to free theii own personalities, I
want to encourage them to express what is within. If I criticize, I
may check a n.itural expression. If I suggest,Ahey are- expressing
my iscle4 not theirs:"

Froin &wing and painting these *children pas., naturally into
mödeling, potteiy, and woodwoikink. In each field their work is
free find spontaneous. In each field 'they have produced more
original and artinic-products than I have seen in initnr schools wherò
the, makiitg of such products was the goat. In Stranov-ICrnsko
it is not the goal 1:* a by-product. The ggal is free etpresiion of the*
children's -own ideas.

There .is also a school in Czechoslovakia where handwork is the
basis of all the education. It is not merely a means for teaching
dertain subjects; academic subject§ are only taught as they grow
naturally out of the handwork, which is the chief and basic work of
.the school. qs

The school is Bakulò's school for crippled children in Praiue.
These children earn their own living, besides getting . all their
schooling, thrpugh Making -thiggsall- sorts of artiitic woodwork,
carvekloxes$ toys, inlaid work, aikr small articles o# **furniture.
They MI6 a cooperative ortoinization -for th making and Belling of
these aide*.
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Their days are spent largely at their workbenches, which were
made by themselves. These benches are transformed into beds at
-night. Here- we saw a hurthback doing' wood inlay' work. Another
boy was making a beautifully finished small chest, supporting him-
self 9n a pair of CrutChes a; he worked. " He came to us on all fours,
given up as an imbecile," Bakule told us. " Now he is our chief
cabinetmaker. The boy with itinf he is traihing as his assistant. He
made all thesE; cases around the

1,

room for lumbér..ana partly finisT;ed
work." Over in one corner a little girl, with one arm gone, and
only tinie fingers on the remaining hand, was cátving beautiful little
boxes, creating her own design. Sitting on a high stool, his. bare
feet on the table before him, sat .an armless boy painting a design on
a sofa cushion with his toes. He worked free hand (or rather free
foot) and created his4owsn pattern as he worked.

When we asked about the academic instruction of these children,
one of their teachers said : " W only teach them what they them-
selves feel a need for. Sooner or later every4child wants to read and
write. When that desire comes strongly we help him, and he learns
in a few weeks what bikes many children years. Our arithmetic
grows directly out of the children's owork. They want to calculate
the selling price of an irticle, and they find thêy lutist know how to
multiply. We suggest that they leari? not only to multiply that
particular gum, but how to multiply any sum. They see the need
for multiplication and are more than réady to practice their tables.
Ge6graphy in the same way grows out of their study, of the best
woods to. use. -We are not trying primarily to teach these things,
but from the children's work they pome to want knowledge, and then
they absorb it quickly and retain it. I think you will find that these
children, when they are 12 or 13, know about *as much as other
children."

" But don't tiny of them go on to higher schools,". I asked.
" Yes; and then they must do 'little special pretAratory work dur-

ing the last year here. But by that time they see clearly why they
must do this preparatory wor4r, and they have no trouble getting
ready for their examinations.

" Most of their study, however, grows directly out of what theY
are doing in the shop. The shopwork is the central activity, the basic
work of the school."

SELFGOYERNMENT. o.

SeltgovernMent, as we are accustomed to think of it in America,
is very rare even in the most progressiye European schools.' Àgain
and again the head of a school 'would assure us that the school had
e4f-govepnmont, but closer inquiry usually showed that thjs simply
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imoriativ EDUCATION. 11

meant that the masters appointed senior boys as proctors and left
certain types' of discipline (including carking in England) . to these
boys. As far as any self-governing assembly was concerned, most
schools seemed never to have heard of it.
There are, to be sure, instances of the opposite extpenu, absolute

freedomof which I shall speak later; but that is not pupil self-
government in the usual senseit is absence of goverment.

We did find three -schools in which pupils had -assemblies and
made their own rules. 6n6 was Glarisegg, in Switzerland; the
others were the orphans' school and the school for cripples in
Czechoslovakia.

. In Glarisegg there is a coniplete constitution drawn up by the
boys themselves, the teachers participating & b'asis ol

The following summary of the constitution gives a clear idea of
the organization of self-governinent at Glarisegg:

"All pupils, teachers, teachers' wives, and tbe gardener, the shop-
man, and the business -manager form the general community. The
general community handles all affairs not .specifically reserved to
the committees, officers,.or faculty in this constitution. AU mem-
bers have a voice in the community, but pupils do not have a vote
until their third quarter at the school.

" There is an executive committee, consisting of one teacher, one
pupil from the three lower classes, and three pupils from the upper

-classes. This committee is elected by the general community, the
classes Tiominating the pupil candidates. The committee may con--
vene on its own initiative or may be called together by the faculty
or by a majority of the pupils. The chairman of the executive
committee is preAident ..of the general community and is elected by
the community.

"The faculty handles all matters'of instruction, daily program,
teaching, vacations, excursions, questions bf food and hqa.lth
quiréments. It is mulled together and presided over by the lead of
the school, or may cofivene itself by request of the majority of 'the.
members. Wives (If the faculty are invited to the discussions where
tjieir participation is &shied. The faculty may call Pupils into con-.
sultation. For the expulsion of any pupil the faculty must elect
five of the older Pupils to consult with them, concerning the case,
with a right to Speak freely. .

" Communication with parent§ concerning the pupils and the school,
devolves on the heitd, ot ñ , faculty members ifl consultation with
the. head. the head a the school alsb is. solely :responsible' for the
business management of the school, acCepting now pupils, appoint-

/*sing aqd dia4issinfÉ -teic6irs; Oman leave óf absence for pupils
A
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12 PROGRESSIVE TENDENCIES

and teachers. He and the faculty are jointly responsible for the
supervision a the general management a house and school, the
pupil officers and associations, the patron advisors, and the sports.

" There are pupil officers and associations for the following;
"(a) Lost and found, school store, shoes and packages, reading

room, floor inspection, shower baths,: Qrderliness of the school4 boat-
house, and schooljournals; (b) tennis, football, boat racing, photog-
raphy; (c) patron advisors.

" The officers unider (a) are elected by the community, those under
(b) by the clubs, while the patron advisors are appointed by the
faculty.

" The regulation of the offices and clubs is established by the pre-
fect .aild confirmed by the head of the school.

"A cburt is elected by the general community and confirmed
1:1, the faculty. It consists of three members.. This court has the
right of arbitration and discipline. An appeal may be had from its
decision to the faculty. No members of the executive committee
may serve on this court."

The orphans' school at Stranov-Krnsto has no formal self-gov-
ernment. There is no Constitution and no executive committee or
courts. The children come together when anything is to be decided,
and decide it.

There fare no regular officers, no special parliamentary proceed-
ingssimply free group discussion, followed by decision by tommon
consent. In these discussions the teachers do not lead but may take
part.

They are on the same footing as the pupils. The school is a
miniature commune, democratic, untrammeled with rules and red
tape, yet orderly and governed by the group in many matters. The
teachers, however, do not leave all government to the children and
do not hesitate to use autluirity if they deem it Advisable. Stranov-
Krnsko is an informal mingling of teacher authority, self-governv
ment, and freedom.

Bakule's group of crippled children is peyhaps the best example
of self-government, because it is the most rèal. The children come
to the school voluntarily, a dozen of them having left the better .

equipped school in which Bakule formerly taught to follow him
and woric with him. °they are organized not merely for govern-
mene but for earning their own bread and butter.: The teachers,
including Bakule hiiiiself, are the children's equals in the cooper.
ative ormization which they have organizod for the making and
selling of their.handiwork The business management of the school
and its policies as well as its discipline are handled by the children

Ives. Of 'course, their respect- and Jove for Bakule and hit
.
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IN EUROPEAN EDUCATION. 18

assistants gives these a real influence far beyond their mere vote.
ttut the teacheis are very scrupulous about the use of that influence.
They try in every way to place responsibility on the children and
to make each child feel that he is a necessary .and important part of
the school.

They encourage the children to get outside advice, to consult
booki and experts rather than only their teachers. They Rice striving
through this complete self-government to prepare the children,
handicapped though they are by crippling and deformities, to meet

fir

the responsibilities of life.
The organization is a definite business organization. It -is not

a side issue or a playing at self-government but it is the corner
stone of the school's management and of the development of the
children's Characters.

tit

at INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION.

The most widespread and definite edugationaLtrend in England is
toward individual instruction. There is something of the same
movement in Decroly's work and in Montessori's work with little
Childrén in the individual work of the almost ungraded school at
Stranov-Knisko -and in Bakule's entirely ungraded school fot crip.;
ples in Prague. Yet it is in England that s'one finds the moit com-
plete technique of inaividual instruction.

There are three degrees of individualization of school work in:
England. The best knowii, most widespread method is that of the
Dalton plan. More fully individual and further developed is the
method used at the Bedales gchool. The most completely individual
instructión, and the. iilost definite teciinique is that of Jessie Afackin.-
der in the Marlborough school, Chelsea, London.

164

THE DALTON PLAN.
kr ,

The Dalton plan was intzdueed into England by. Rosa Basset,
headmistress of the girls' secondary school in- Streatham Hill,
London.

It has been copied by a number of other schools, which have
often modified its details. Here I shall desctibe briefly the school of'
its English origin.1

On entering the school we found a large central room, use as
study hall, lunch riom, dancing room, and gymnasium. It' vitik
about a third full of girls in their early teens, itudying 'or very co.!'4.

,

1 There are two receet books on tbe Daiton plan-4ne by .Bvelin beWey,' thol ether by
kiss Parkhurst, who oriiinated the plan in America. For A careful study of the plan the

der should consult on of theft' aooks:

.
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14 PROGRESSIVE TENDENCIES

etly talking. No teacher, was present. Ar6und the sides of this hall
were classrooms. Some were having classes and others " individual
periods."

The classes were not unlike classes in most good schools, with ex-
planations by the teacher, recitationp by the pupil's on work they had
been studying, some discussions.

The " individual periods" werè different. Here the teacher was
at the ehildren%) disposal. One room, for example, was that of the
arithmetic teacher. Girls 'wanting to study arithmetic came from
the study hall into her class, sat down, and worked. When they had
questions to ask or needed help they stepped up fo the teacher's desk.
When they finished their work, or got tired of arithmetic, they went
bacli to the study hail, or into the history room, or . the English
room, or some other room. They were quite free (hiring their " indi-
vidual periods " to go and come and to study any subject.

Stopping at the desk of a girl in the study hall we.saw one of her
" assignments." It was a mimeographéd sheet outlining a month's
work in history. It was divided into four weekly sectiOns. Each
section outlined the reading for that week, the reference work, and"
the written work to be handed in to the history teacher. The girt
had a similar assignment sheet for each subject. In her individual
periods she- worked on iny subject she chose, spending perhaps all
such free timé of one day on English, all that of another o4 arith-
metic, or dividing hfir invn,time among several subjects each -day.

The number of free periods varied according to individual pro-
gratis. Some girls had ohe or two individual periods in an eight-
period day. Others had as many as six. The average, find thvi
nimber approved by the teachers as most desirable, was fourabout
half of each school day. The other -periods were definitely . pro-
grammedLatin class, arithmetic class, sewing class, etc.

This really is the . essence of the Dalton iilan : About half of the
school daY left free to the children to arrange as they wish, knowing
what they have .0 accomplish; " laboratory rooms," i. e., subject
rooms. in which the teacher is present at certain periods ready to
consult; assignments by the week or month instead of by the day
and in more detail than ordinary *assignments; regular class periods
for discussion, explinatimis,. rqsiting, and testing. iii each subject.

I asked a girl Ivho had lven* whisperhig and laughing wIth her
neighbor in the study hall 'whether .the children. did.not often waste
time ill their long, unprogrammed periods. "Of .course," she repliedi

Rut if we waste too much time, we don't get
manta' finished; 'and then we get in trimble."

*What hajipens.-to " I asked. "Qh, we get
.

poor marks,. Or

maybe we fair our sul?ject." . .
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IN EITROPEA* NDUCATIOS; 15

Later I 'asked the teachers what happened if a girl failed in one
or two important subjectsthat is, if by the end of the yearrshe had
not completed her assignments satisfactorily. ,

re.

" She must repeat the yea?.s work in all siibjects," I was t.old4' jtist
as in other schools."

I asked if this did not seem a waste of the child's time when possi-
bly two or three months' additional work in the weak ubjects would
complete them and when there were others subjects which had been
satisfactorily completed the first time.

",..1 suppose s45," was the answer, `` but we can't arrange our pro-
gram Ki that a girl is *orking in two or three forms at once or it a
different month's assignment from the other girls. The Dalton plan
doesn't pretend to cure all evils."

The teachers, for the most part, are in favor of the systim. Their
chief complaint against it is that they can not regulitil the way the
children's woik comes ih, and that consequently they usually have a
dearth of written work during the firgt part of the month and are
swamped toward the end of the month, when all the girls rush to
firiish their assignments. They feel, however, that this inconveniqnce
to themselves is greatly overbalanced by the advantages of the Dalton
plan to the children. The children are more self-reliant and respon7
sible in their attitude toward their work. The assignments ¡lye
them a clearer idea of what they are working -for. The freedom of
the individual periods allows- them to concentrate for long periods
on a subject when they get interested in it, thereby avoiding the
waste of time and energy in changing work at the ringing of a bell.
And there is readier adaptation of timé to individual differences,
since a girl may spend most of her time on the subject hardest for
her and less on those she finds easy.

The ease with ,*hich the Dalton plan can be introduced in any
school and its miquestionable advantages over the rigidity CIf the
ordinary program eye ptoraise of a continuation of its rapid sPread.
It obviously is not complete itidividual instruction, but it does allow
some adaptability to individual differences 3nd is a dec4cled fstip'
towatd really individual work.

I

THE MALTA PLAN.

". Bedales school, about two hours' railway journey south of London,
has adopted the Dalton plan, but has gone further.

Here is a clear recognition of the fact that a month's work,for one
child may be only two weeks' work for another, or silt meek& mirk
for a third. In. Misii Bassett's school, and probably in ahem under.
the Dalton .plano this fact ia partly recognized, and an effort is midi
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16 PROGRESSIVE TANDIINCIFS
w.

to take care of it by " plus assignments;" in which the brighter pupils
do extra work to fill up-their spare time. This extra work, however,.
.means special assignments, and the teachers more often than not fail
to make them; furthermore, there _is a natural tendency on the part
of the bright child to loaf rather than to do hard work whin the
only reward is extra work, especially if it is in a subject in which the'
child is not interested. Special assignments at the best -do not take
care of the slow chiidren, who can not keep up with airerage.

Bedales recognizes iiidividtial -differences by allowing the children
I. to " accumulate 'credits." The mignments aim simply units of work..

If a child finishes 4a unit in leis than a month, he m.ay immediately
begin the next unit. If he requirs .möreihan a month, he. .may take
more ti.me instead of going.on with the next assignment before -he if
'ready for it. In this way Dedales avoids several evils:

In the first place, failure becomes impossiblea child never repeats:
a grade. A child takes as long as necessary on each unit, then goes
on to the hext. He may take a.year and a third to do a year's work,
but he will not have to reepeat, he will not have failed.

In the second plac(;, one subject does not hold the- child back in
another. He may need .a year and a third for a year's work in
mathematics, but he may finish a year's work in English in six
months. His advancément is by . subjects, not by classes. He maz,
however, use more time on his " slow " subject and less oil his " fast "
one, thereby equalizing his, advancement. to some extent. This is
generally encouraged.

A third advantage of the Bedales plan is that it encourages the
'children to Work to capacity. The children know they have a certain
mount to accomplish. The sooner they accomplish it the more
rapidly they will be able to advance.

Still another good result o the very simple step taken by Bedales
beyond the Dalton plan is that éverything that is 'clone is done'
thoroughly. When a class is kept together, the slower children neces-
sarily do less thorough work dian the Itverage. But when,. as at
Bedales, the children are not required to keep pace;the slówer chil-
dren simply advance niore.slowly, but not less thoroughly, than the
brighter ones.

the children's tendency complained of by Miss Basset's
teachers, to put 'off Written work till the latter part of the month,.
7and.:ihen to swamii the teacher's 'with it, s. entirely 'avoided by the.1

Bedales plan. The ibolition of the month as the basi8 of work and
t

the substitution . for it of .work units, to be done at the children's;
own fate, prevénts bunching of Work at any one time.

.The faculty. at Bedales seemed .tò have no difficulty in arranging,
*Ir.:work and program to. take. care' .of this individual pisrance.:
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so*

ment. This may be due to the .fact that the' classes are much
smaller than,in such schools as Miss Bassee.s. ,Bedales is a private
school; Miss Basset's is one of the regular city schools ofLondon.

Class discussiims at Bedales were a problem. In Mathematics they
were almost abandoned, the teacher discussing problems with just
two or three children at a time. In languages the oral work was
kept distinct from the written work and the study_sassignmetits.
Only the oral work was done in class periods, the stu îgi
being done in." individual periods that is, during t
the children's school day.

History and geography presented the most serious problem. " We
have been allowing the children to accumulate credits in these as
well as the other subjects," the teacher explained, " but we feel that
they are losing one of the most important parts of their social
studies. The discussions and dramatizations 'should go along with
the reading and studying, iaich would mean that the children would
have to stay together in the social studies. These really are different
from other subjects, ana it is possible to assign enough special in-
vestigations and reports to the brighter children to keep tbem busy
while the slower ones are catching up.. There are so many in-
teresting phases of the; social studies that a child can not spend
too much time on them. We are, therefore, trying to work out a
plan to keep the children togeifer in history and geography. But
we are finding it difficult because they. have already spread so far
apart."

Teachfitrs in other subjects seemed to agree with this teacherthat
individual advanCement is generally much better than çlass advance-
ment, but that the social studies are probably an excption.

Whether' the Bedales plan wo.uld be practicable in a school with
classes of 30 to 40 children, instead of 20, is a serious-question. There
is a school, hbwriver, that has gone ,a step further even than Bedales;
and has thereby made individual instruction in its full sense possible
in large 'classes of a regular city sch9ol. This school is Miss Jessie
Mackinder's Marlborough School, in Chelsea.

MACILINDIR METHOD&

The additional step Miss Mackinder has taken is the devising of
self-instructive materials, which are also frequently self-corrective.
By this one moans she hag made it possibledor a teacher to. handle
40 to 50 childrin -between the ages of 5 and 7, On a strictly indi-
vidual basis.

Tier school is one of the London County Council schools, a free
city school in a poor district of London, She is director of the infant
department only, which corresponds roughly to our kinderprtsn
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18 PROGREMIVE TIINDRINOMS.

and primary grades. After leaving heie, the children: go through
the regular course of a conservativ6 English echool.

The very little children, 3 and 4 years old, have Montessori work in
a room that is fitted up as a modern nursery. At the age of 5 they
begin individual work in reiding anti writing. A little later they
begin arithmetic.

Going into any of t,11) ikooms a visitor is immediately impressd by
the atmosphere of happy, free work. Almost every child is. doing
something, quite indepeudently. All around the walls and on the
tables and even on the floor ere interesting% devices, things the chil-
dren can do *unaided and through'which they can teach themselves:

For example: 4

In a clear spaco on the floor of one room we find a ring about 4 feit .

in diameter. Inside.this ring are a number of letters of the alphabet,
each.-cut out from a tin Tan. Standing around the ring are .two or

:thtee children. Each bas a fishing fod made of it pointer, from the
end 9f which a magnet hangs on a string. The child fishes out a let-
ter with his magnetlet us suppose it is a t. He then. walks -to the
back wall with it. Along the back wall are hung 26 cards. -Each
card has.a picture, and under the picturé is a word, the name of the

.

object depicted. The child holds his tin t up by the initial letter of
one word after another until he finds a word which begins with a t.

(He has iEleen taught always to place his left thumb on a little pad at
the- lower left-hand corner of the letter he holds so that it will be
right side up.)

Having found the t on a card, he says the name of the object pic-
tured above th.e word; in this case, top. He says it over and over to
Minself, stressing the 'initial sound, and then says the initial soulid:s.
'separately, thus, " ttop," giving the sguild qf tl not the natne of

#the letter. When sure he- knows it, he looks through a box at his desk
for a pardboard .t, replacing the tin one in the " pond." With his
cardWitied t he goes through a whole box full of words at his desk,
looking for those which begin with t, and pronouncing the words
from the picture on each=tack, On, teeth, tin, top, tub, eic.,
dine saying the t sofInd erst.

This is one 6f-several derice9 for letting the children teach them-
selves.the sounds of. vowels and consonants. The teachitiis itittong
theip all. the time, cprrecting any errors, or. explaining the niethod
Otwork. She isliusy every seCond, and- so are the childin, most of
them quitp:. independently. Sometimes "the children's errors are
hifiny. little girl had an.-h, and was pron.o6iciné it with the.
short soiiiid.'of a.. The teacher *aid 11(4 why she called it a. The
child ;parched proudly tiz .the 'walk showed a picture:of.a.hat, 'with

e ivoTd, hat beneath clearly 70. 141.41.141. being a. Copkney)
.
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IN EUROPEAN EDUCATION% 10

:There is a complete series of these devices, cirrying the children
right through from the beginning to a good grisp of reading, writing
(or rather printing, which is now much in vogue (in England in lieu
of ordinary script) , and the elements of arithmetiò.

The teachers can handle large numbers of hildren because the
children teach themselves through these devi nd cured most
of their own workeven little 5-year-olds. I have never seen Hate
children do --academic wink with such persististit concentration. and.
*interest It wag evidently the -result ot the method, not of the per;%.:

sonality of any one teacher, for it w`as the same in each room,
The children were allowed almost entite freedoin,:set they vwere

very well behaved. They talked and moved about, of course, Ai
they Wei() expected to. They helped one another. There wig not a
typical schoolroom atmosphere. But there was sotiething muOi bet-
ter----the atmosphere of active, interestini work.

The children advance oil a purely individual basis. Each child
works through one set of devices after another, entirely regardless
of the rate of other children. These little children have as much
freedom to- choose which subject they will work on, and foi how
long, as do the older girls of litiis*Basset's school ;- there is as much
opportunity to progress at t4pir own natural rate in each subject as
at Bedales. Ruethere is a Completeness of materials and definiteness
of technique in Miss Mackinder's school that was tacking in both_of
the others. .

Only An hour and a half of each school dayis spent on their in-
dividual ifork, the rest of the time being given to games, dories,
sigging, and other group activities. Yet, according to the results of
tgts, Miss Mackinder's children 'are nearly a year ahead of the
average children in the iiifant- schools of London. firer result- --

firm the conclusions of Burk, Horn' Sutherland, and Washburn.
in the United States, that individual instruction allow; more time
for group activities tind simultaneously produces mo efficiegt results.

It is through the technique of self-instructio nd self-iorrectioii
that individual instruction becomes possible large classes. Miss
Mackinder has advanced farther along this line with little ,41iildien
than any other school in Europe.'

*IL GR611PINSTRUCTION.

e.

Instruction throtigh cooperitive enterprises or .group activities is
well illustrated by the work of Dr. O. Decroly, in Belgium; and that
of Cousinet in France.

Isminworgq"qIWINOmmemormommouraorgemmossiors

a She has also adsiancid in this line. beyond the work in any sdhool in America, with two
possibleftsceptions. The exceptions are Barre work In' tke San FralitistO State Teachers'

,Colfege And Ethel Waring's workIn the Loa. Angsoleelitate.Tembers' CO11e. .ree Wine
schools gone father :With older Offidreas fiat not 10 far 14-.00'earl7.
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20 nocautionvz TENDENCIES

Decroly's .miktiod in tie middle and upper giadeii is 4 form of
group instruction. Ihe group, it is true;.involves the whole rim
But it is a claifs working together. cooperatively.- 0

This particular aspect of Decroly's method- is based ln special
reports pity the children. These reports form a nucleus for a con-

. siderable part of each day's work. .

-- Each child selects a certain ph**, of the subject under considers-
tion---uroally some aspect of history or gi.kography. tie looks up

..
. this topiq in reference books, gathers 'pictures concerning it, snd

-writes a full report of it in his notebook, illustrating the report* with
drawings and cute.-out pictures.

..--
This notebook report constitutes the work in French coinposition

and penmanship, and any errors in it are made the *basis of in-
struction in graininar and spelling. 3

. When the .report is fully prepared, the ptipil is assigned. a period
during which he may *present it to. the rest of the class. He then
delivers a " lecture,r illustratin¡ it by drawings which he puts on
the board and by pictures and materiiils whiéh he passes out among
the oihei- Children. At the end of the " lecture" he answers the
questions which his classmates ask. When all who have questions
have asked them, the group criticizes the .port, as well as the
answers tò question& In the lightpf this criticismifie puOil revises
his report. .r

If his classmates feel that he has omitted an important part of
his subject, he___may be called upon later to give a -supplementary

_ lecture. . Or he may even be required to prepare a better report.
. The other members of the class take notes on his " lecture" and

his answers to questions and write them up in their own notebooks.
-The fact. thit. each child through his report contributes to the

o- knii*.ledge of the group.and is responsible to the group for the satis-
. ,.. factoriness of dint knovkledge makes this system of .Decroly's a rial.,.,...- ...

.-: - , example of group .instructign. It has the disadvantage 9f any lee-.

,
....

..- ture-systim---41 ph4dten *ho are listening do not get as much from
.
. .

.. soniepthep,pericin's talk aslrom their own work, and they are listen-
- ing to other children's resorts a large part of ti!ie lecture periods.

But it has the 'advaniages of group activity in its development cif a
. habit of cooperative endeavót.and of the ability to speak freely and

. effectively tAi 1.in audience. .:. .

Cousi 1. of atiiciq7sur-.4be, in-France,. often uses some of Decroly's
techniqu but he hail a'well-clefined technique of his own as well. He

*is a sch 1. inspector, pith some 150 schools under his supervisiob, but
he has .only established his special method of group ingruction in..

. 0
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IN EUROPEAN EDUCATION...

-Cousinet is-an ardent follower of John Dewey, alert to educational.
movements everywhere, alive and keen. He bases his wholo system
of education ori the actrvities of sself-formed groups. He believes
that group activity has.the great advantap -of training childrOn to
cooperate: that it brings out special abilities of individuals as they
make their own particular contributions to the group; that it is the
most natural way Of educating; and Oat it enables one to alloy
cosnsiderable freedpm to the following our%of the 'children's interests,
because the interests .of the various children in the. group cover a
much wider range of activities than those of single individuals..

Hit, method is briefly as follows:.
Tho children orin themselves into voluntitry groups in each class-

room. l'i-iosegroups accept or reject members frèly. Each getiup
follows out cekain interests or undertakes activities suggested by the

21

teacher. .

Once a group has begun to work, the teaeher keeps hands off until
the work is finished. The chilaren correct each other and try to
make a finished product by their joint efforts. It may be a corn:
position or R buying. selling, bookkeeping transaction, or a scientific
classification and study of a bat one of them has brought in, or the
construction of a sand table village of a country they are studying,
or a dramatization of history. It ¡s quite definitely a " project " in
the American sense, but one in which the feacher leaves the work
entirely to the voluntary groups of children. When the .project is
completed, the teacher criticiies its formal aspects, language, spell'

accuracy; #etc. She limitr her criticism to 'this formal side. It is
conflucted as a discussion with the group ind frequently bicomes a
lesson'in the phase of the work criticized, such as grammar ot book-
keeping. Children may leave one group and work- with anc;ther.
Each group usualli is doing something different from the ot°hers.

The number and size of a group depend entirely on the children
a. crass might -divide into two groups or it might divide into .five
orsix.

PracticaNy all Ile children's work is done in these groups rather
than individually or in el: ey issue a little school paper;
written and illustrated by t :Ives. They have enlisted the
interest of thi3 parents, who sometimes come to scllool at night to
make things the children need fn their work.

One -of Cousihet's teachers, an bnthusiastic advocate of his group
method, sums up his philosophy by quoting the way he introduced
it to her: " We must create an environment for our children Ifitiire
they will find everythink necessary for their edimation, so that they
will be able to edimate.themselves Without our help. And you may
rest quit4 4!asyl for you will Wive nothing to do bfit watch them live.r,
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22 .41 PROGRESSIVE TENDENCiFi

6. FREEDOM.

The tendency to give childreri more freedom in school is wide-
spread among experimental schools, although not universal. Decroly's
influence. is always toward greater freedom; so is Montessori's.
Cousinet, inspector of schools in the Aube district of France, incoi-
porates much freedom with his method of group instruct*. The
Pcole des Petits in Geneva, founded by. thp Jean Jacques Roussea
Ihstitute, and the little school in Ferrikoe's home in Geneva, show
the ,Decroly and Montessori influence, as well as Ferrière's earnest
belief in -a freer education.

The orphanage in Stranov-Krhsko, discussed under " handwork
* for self-expression ". and " self-government," is a remarkably free

school. The children arè almost tompletely free tire entire after-
**noon and have much liberty during classes and meals. It is their

freedom that makes the orphanage so gmelike and the 'children so
natural.

The younger children at Males are very,free. The only limita-
tion is that during certain hours c4 the day they must do academic
work and during others shopwork. What kind of academic or shop-
work and how much is left entirely to the children. The children
move about and talk with entire liberty.

The Dalton plan carries with it freedom at least to the extent of
the organization of a considerable part of -their own time by the
children, and sometimes includes freedom of intercoursé among
them.

Individual instructiononduces -to' freedom everywhere. Miss
Mackinder's children, In 'the MarlbOrough School, London, talk and
moNre about freely and work on the subject that interests them. Yet
the definiteness of her materials brings about a natural orderlffiess.

Freedom in school has gone further in two schools in Europe
thaii in any of tour AmerIcan schools. I mice drought Marietta.

Johnson .had gone to the extreme in this regard, but she is a con-
serirative beside 'O'Neill, of Kearsley, Lancashire, and even he does
not go as far as the schools of Hamburg,

Potty O'Neill's schobl and those of Hamburg are free public
schools, part of the natiorinal or State educational, system. That stich
radical experiments can exist in the public eduation of England,
arid Gernnany is. the, direct result of their freedom from suCh rep-
Utilized control as exists France, Belgium, Switzerland, .

,

'I

Austiia, and Czeehosloiak*.
; 45/NEIIiaL IN ENGLAND.

OrNeill used to be a otriqt oldwfashiontA schoolmaster, who used, $I
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IN ET7116KAN EDUCATfON. 23.

On taking the principalstip of the Kearsley school he removed all
control° from the children. He let them run *ild in the school. He
would not make rules; .he would not have a course of. study; he
would not punish he would riot urge the io learn anything.
Parents began to complain that their children were forgetting how
to read and write. O'Neill held meetings of such parents as would
come, and he- tried to explain his philosophy. It was somewhat as 0

follows
" The.4e children are going from school into the cotton mills .of

Kearsley. They aria _going to 11344 dull, monotonout lives from the
time they. are 12 or 14 on. Let's give them a taste of life before they
have to become machines. Let's stimulate their imaginations, their
interests, now while they are young,- instia4 of suppressing. them
and cramming facts down unwilling throats. They will sooner or
lath want to read and write. Their repktion from it now is naturttl-
reading and writing have been 'forced on them Give me tiine-Lgive
them time. It is natural for ihem tx; want knowledge. If we give
them freedom, they will come t,(5 xis for ability to gain witat they
want.

" If we can make their lives happy and imaginative in schpol, they
can carry something of this into their later working lives. If they `
leave us loving to read, loving to .knoW, they will carry that lov.e
into their otherwise barren future. You can't force childre.n to love.
reading and knowledge. This "must come from freedom."

His fire and enthusiasm convinced enough parenis to prevent for
ti, time any. serious interferencé with his work. After a. while, how-
ever, some parents demanded an investigation of the school.

The investigation was made and it was found that the children
were shockingly ignorant of the -0.ings people expect claildren to
learn in school. ..O'Neill was given a hearing by hi$ board.

. " I adinit their ignorance of many school knowledges," he said.
" Those tire not' the things we have 'been ivorking for. When we
came here the children dovere tattletales; how there is 'bone of that.
Whep, we came the children lied and stole. They di:, neitheY now.
The school doors used to be locked from 4 in the afternpon until
8.80 in the morning. Now they are neier, locked. Every evening
my wife and I arq in the school and dozens .of children are there
with us voluntarily; to lean) .and to.. make things in alb shop. The'
clool irás devoid of pictiires. Now it is 'filled with the beautifur

paihtings bought by Colonel Holme. W6 do mitt the' childrén tolle
literate, Ana if You -give bs time th6y 4411,tke.. But we want thém.td
wad literacy And it takes time to.ovtiercOne their, reaction against,
forced study. But ive d not citie what knowledge the dliildren
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beyond literacy and the ability to dQ such Arithmetic as is involved
in bwing things they need in everyday lihm For other knowledge
and further ability let each child follow his own natural interest&
We are much more concerned with the children themselves. We
want them to be responsible. We want them to learn to respect each
other's rights, not because some authoiity is enforcing this respect
but because they see the need for it. We want them to learn to
cooperate treely and intelligently with each other. We want them
to sed the beautrin nature and the beauty in literature. These
things can not be achieved by forced study and forced dis
They are the natural outgrowth of free association wiA each
and -with their teachers. We teachbrs can be the children's
pailions only by ceasing to be dictators. As their companions we
can 'give them the best that is in us. It takes patience and will power
to allow freedom. Do You think that it is as easy for us teachers to live
in the bedlam which often prevails 1LS to live in a well-ordered
school? Do you think it is easier to spend all our waking hours in
school than to spend the conventional 84 hours a .day ? Don't you
suppose we go home at night discouraged and utterly worn out again
and again? Yet we are convinced that the ultimate results are worth
this sacrifice. Don't let the misunderstanding "of a few parents make
all our sacrifice èome to nothing.

" We are just twinning to come out of chaos and into the light.
To restrict the children's freedom now, when after two years of
abusing it they are just learning to use it, will make those two years
waste years."

The board felt the force of his plea. They asked him, however, to
ake out some soreof study plan, some rough division of time, so

that they could convince the parents that the children were learn-
ing pomething:

.

So O'Neill and his coworkers prepared a general plan. Accofd--
ing to this plan ab9ut one-fifth of the childreu's school hours are
ipent on arithmetic ; two-fifths on " English," including history,
geography, literature, writing, find spelling; and two-fifths .on man-
ual- and physical activities.

There is no attempt to make program for each day, but in a
general way, during the week, the teicherg try to keep something
of 'this balance. The children keep. a record hook of the number of
minutes they spend each day .on any subject and the number of
minutes ino which they receive class instruction from the tetither.
If a child is found to be doing very poor work in some subject, the
teacher checks up the record book to see if the child is spending

4 I
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enough time tin this subject Otherwise the record books are merely
defepse against possible objecting pirents.
The teachers average two and a half hours a week of " class in-

struction." This may corn% all in one morning, or be spread out
through the week, as they desire. The class instructiòn is intended
as a stimulus supplied by, ihe teacher, to inter* the children in
some topic. Usually this class period is folloWed by a study time
in which all the children work along the line suggested. But as
they lose interest or tire, they shift freely to any other subject or
activity. When practically all the children have lost the impetus
given by that class period, the teacher has another, perhaps on a
different subject. .

But one can not generalizer on any of these things. The teachers
differ among thediselves and what a Wacher does this week he does
not do next. Th-e schooLis amazingly free.

There art still marks of the phaos through which it, has come.
The teachers 'are human and occasionally forsake their lofty prili-
ciple's and descend to an old-fashioned scolding of the children or
even to some discipline. But this is exceptional. For the most part
the children go and come as they please, work on what interests
them, and follow their 'own impulses. Yet tbey are learning. Some
of the older ones are writing verse. Otheraire doing good work in
art. All of them can read and write well. All of them know the
most important elements of arithmetic. They concenrate admir-
ably on the work they choose to do. To an ordinary teacher the
school would seem seriously undis.ciplined, yet there was almost no

rough house and there was much serious work.
The children themselves are natural, affectionati, .and self-pos-

sessed. They are clearly in school because there are things there
that they want to learn and do. They are self-reliant and coopera-
tive.

As to the imaginative side, let me complete tile account of this
school with two verses, by children in Mrs..O'Neill's class,'entirely
unaided by the teacher. The whole class -Was writing terse, some
better, some Worse, than that reproduced herewith. The spelling
and punctuation are exactly aa the children tliemselves made them:
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c.3
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WILL 0' THE WISP.

rm Will o' the Wisp the airy sprite,
The airy sprite that haunts the ni2ht,
Floating about in the silvery light
That comes from the gentle queen of night,
I dance with the fairies in the shade
Of the old oak tree,
I chase the moonbeams through the glade
They love to play with me,
I laugh to see the traveller's fright
As my airy form he sees
Flitting and darting through the trées,
I laugh and shout in my delight,
On my bright and fatty flute
I make music, oh! so cute
For I'm Will o' the Wisp the airy sprite-
That haunts the regions of the night,
In the night hours I dance and play
But when the day comes I dance away.

v

DAWN.

A faint grey flush,
A rosy blush,
Announces birth of day.
A sun-tipped cloud,
A fleecy shrobd,
And Day Is on her. way.
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Everi more daring than O'N'eill's experiment in freedom and oh
larger scale is the experiment in Hamburg,, originated by Paulsen,
who is now superintendent of schools in Berlin. The Hamburg
schoOls have not even the rough division of time that O'Neill's
pchool has; they would scorn a record of the minutes spent Con eachi.

subjectthey object to, any attempt 'to teach subjects at all. They
would not' even have the teacher try to interest the children in
something they ought to knim.

" We don't know what the children ought to know," they say.
"We dori't know in what kind of society they are going to live.
The world is in a state of flux, and no one knows the'future of these
children. The only thing we kno47 is, that they are human beings,
with a right fo live their own lives. We shall give them freedr to'
live as they want to live. We are not interested in what they learn;
we are -interested in the development and free expression of their
souls."

Four large public schools in Hamburg are dedicated to this ideal,
and Paulsen hopes to open 12 more. in Berlin.. No childrén.° are
forced to attend themif parent's do not like their way of educating,
they may send the children to one of the more conventional schools
of the city. But most parents whose children are actually in these
schools are whole-heartedly in favor of the experiment.

The schools are the direct outcome of the kcialistic and idealistic
reaction to the war.

Paulsen and the school principals and teachers who inaugurated
_,the régime of complete freedom in Hamburk did it in. the hope
that they might prepare children to live in the new and com-
pletely democratic State which they thought was about to come into
existence.

Now that they see that the ideal. State is far removed they con-
tinue their way of educating in the hope that the coming generation,
with freed souls, with the habit of personal responsibility, with
unforced cooperativeness, will be able to build a State in which
freedom and cooperation replace the sordid conditions of to-day.

They do n9t know what that new world should be, but they believe
that a generation brought up in freedom, with the desires and aspira-
tions of the soul fully expressed, will be able/ to:see v.iAat the teachers
and politicians of to-day can not see and to do what each nation
has failed so far to do.

The sole effort of the teachers is, bent toward tilt permitting of ,

free growth of. the ..cbildreies individualities.
a.,typical one of Ihetie schools the building shows the prese4

poverty 'of 'Germany gid'hér fohner stabiiity. It is strongly .con.-
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28 PROGRESSIVE TENDENCIES

structed, but bare and ugly inside; the furniture consists almost ex-
clusively oi-the old double benches so common in all Europe. These
have been moved around, leaving the middle ot the floor clear in
most nioms. There are no- sholis, and there is nothing artistic or
beautiful anywhere. Some futurist " d " of the school has
deoorated the music room in an impressionistic style that suggests a-
very noisy jazz band more than any harmony. But there is light
and air--L-and there are the children.

The children are delightful; They are the most natural and )

ffectiopate of all the children we found in European schools, ex-
cept the little Orphans of Stranov-Krnsko. The children at Kears-
ley were almost as nattiral, but these in Hamburg were even more
freely affectionate/ and happy.

The teachers are not all in agreement in details and are allowed
as much freklom as are the children.

Children come to the school at the age ot 6: Ile beginrors start
with a specified teacher, but as they grow older they choose their
own teachers. There are no grades, no regular classes, no promo-
tions.. The children simply come to school and live for five or six
hours a day with their teachers. They talk freely with each other;
they move freely about the building. They ask questions and the.
teachers are there to answèr them. They via& to learn to read or
write or to do something in arithmetic, and the teacher is there to
help them. If they do not want to learn these things, no one forces
them, nò one even tries to urge them to learn. In time every child
does want to read and write, the teachers say, and they wait until
this desire ajapears.

I asked if there were not serious gaps in the children's education
as a result of this haphazard method.

" I doubt it," said one of the teachers. " By the time a child has
lived eight years with uls, he is pretty likely to have got everything
that is vety important. Besides, even-if he didn't, we are. not work-
ing toward that end ; we don't know what is important to know. We

.want the children to live."
These schools, like O'Neill's, went thrwigh " chaos, BM

there is still some chaos left. Yet the eftikliiiw.genera y are well
behaved, although never in the conventional schoolrobm way.

They are no less orderly Nithout a teacher than with one. They
will not tolerate too much interruptions by their fellows if they are
interested in doing something. They seem to read and write and do
simple arithmetic reasonably well. 4

iTo exact compárison can be made between the ability of these chit.
en and that of others, because the teachers do not believe in te,ta.

do not believe in anything that dies to make children
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They want to bring ourea.ch child's individuality. To mea.sure
the success or failure of their experiment by the children's speed and
accuracy in long division would be as absurd, from their point of
view, as to measure the valúe of an apple tree it terms of the length
of its twigs instead of the quality of its apples. The difficulty in
appraising the schools is. our utter inability to _measure the product
which is their goala free development of individuality.

Oillp sees at a glance that the children are more spontaneous, more
real, than in most schools, and that they express themselves- much
more freely. One also sees that they have learned, through hard
experience, to get along with each other with verx little friction and
to lead self-reliant lives in the school without sueervision. But one
wonders whether the large amount 'of apparently wiste time, the
confusion, the inefficient, haphazard way of learning are necessary
concomitants of these good things.

Whether one regards the teachers in Hamburg and O'Neill at
Kearsley as deluded enthusiasts or as impetuous Utopians leaping
from the frying pan of inefficient educational conservatism into the
fire of still more inefficient educational radicalism or as the prophets
and pion'eers' of a 'new educational era, this much is certain :-They
are people of high intelligence, high ideals, and remarkable courage,
and their daring educational revolution will make all of us think
more profoundly and freely.

7. RESEARCH SCHOOLS AND CLASSES. .

The " Versuchsdhule " in Germany is a school set apart by a city
to try out new methods of education. It has its counterpart in
Czechoslovakia and analogues in Belgium and France. None of
them is for research in the *scientific sense, and there is no statisti-
cal checking of results, no careful control of conditions.
Ifie schools are like: all those described in this report.like most

experimental schocili in Europe and Americain' that they are
simply néw ideas pui into practice by teachers who believe in them
and judged as to their results by these same teachers. The spread
of the ideas, of course, de¡ends on these teachers convincing others
.and especially those who *isit the classes Onduct,éd along. new lines..The idea spreads by con.*ersion rathor than by sçieittiap prgof of
its validity?..
Battle Versúdischulen, or research schools and classes,*differ from

'other experimehtal schools in that they are. established by a *city or
,other governmelitai divisio'n with the deliberate intention of stimue.
14ing experimentation and progress in the city. .are serióusly
con8ideied by ORserystivi teapbers, aince -they have Official sanction,.. . ...v
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and therefore their influence is considerable. They give an oppor."1
tunity to the head .pf a Eiystem of schools to try out ideas on a small
enough scale to be closely watched and carefully ,revised before put-
ting them into general practice.

In Prague there are four classrooms in three different schools
set aside as experimental class. The teachers of these classes are
freed from the usual restrictions of the centralized, autocratic OPs-
tem which still remains from the days of Austria's domination.

They work out their own plans, submit them to ethe minister of
education for approval, and then proceed to put them into practide.

Apparently they have not advanced very far in really progressive
education, but they have put into practice some current educational
ideas which are somewhat in advance of the traditional Methods.
They include handwork (that never failing panacea), they allow the
children more freedom;rand they teach number work objectively-. -

In France there aie no true " Versuchschulen," but Cousinet, a
district inspector with about 16.0 schools under his supervision, .has
introduced a Tethod of group ingtruction in three or four schools
which might be considered as analogous to the "Versuchschulen."

Similarly, Raymond Buyse's introduction of Decroly's methods in
a number of schools in the St. Gilles district of Brussels serves
much the same purpose as do the Versuchschulen of Germany.
Buyse it a friend and follower of Decroly and is inspector .for this
large district in Brussels. Instead of one or two schools becoming
complete Versuchschulen for experimenting with Decroly's materials
and methods, he intrusts this work tó one or two teachers in each of
as many schools as possible. He feels that this is much more effective
as a means of testing and spreading the method. He -not only gèts a
wider variety of children and conditions for the experiment, but he
also brings the experiment withiii close touch of a large number of
schools. It is better to have one teacher in each school talking
daily with her colleagues, heiring and meeting their criticisms, shar-
ing-the results.with them, than to have teachers from all parts of the
district visit a single school.
'Perhaps if the method were less fully developed than Decrbly's

there would be a loss in scattering the experiment through a number
of schools. In its first stages of development all workers on a given
experiment should be in close and constant touch with each other,
and should be free fram the criticism of others. There is dangei ei
prejudicing coniervative teachers if one lets them *see too many of the
mistakes necessarily made in the beginning of an experidient. But
Petroly's method has been worked out fùlly and carefully by him in
his sehool for subnormal children in Uccles and his private school for
nprmal children in BrussOs. The exricimentation which Suyse and
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his teachers are doing is simply for the adapting of the method to
public-school classes. Otherwise, the Decroly classes in Brugsels are
demonstration classes rather than experimental. For such classes
there is no doubt as to the great gain in distributing them among as

.many schools as possible, as Buyse has done.
In whichever form the Versuchschule idea functions, whether as

an experimental school or as experimental classem it is a hopeful
thing in the public educational system of countries whose progrees is
impeded by overcentralization, as in Czechoslovakia, France, and
Belgium, and likewise in the locally centralized city school systems
of educationilly freer countries like Germany.
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